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cube stereo 150 c:62 sl29

kona process 153 dl 29

whyte s-150 c-rs

The 29er enduro category is a cut-throat market, but who’s holding the 
sharpest blade? We test three of the latest models to find out
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 150mm-
travel 29ers
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 o
nly a few seasons ago, you  
could count the number of 
longer- travel 29ers on one hand 
and still have fingers to spare. 
Not anymore though. It seems 
like most brands now deliver  
big-wheelers ready to take on 
proper EWS-level race stages, 

with enough efficiency for getting about 
without coughing up a lung. Some even offer 
29ers with up to 170mm travel, making them 
seriously capable machines.

The reason for the switch in attitude is 
obvious — it’s a response to ever more technical 
enduro stages. Big-wheeled, big hitters can 
handle EWS-level trails and be competitive in a 
sport that’s essentially morphed into long-
distance DH racing.

Extending travel on 29ers is also a side effect 
of something else — the general acceptance of 
the breed as just another ‘normal’ bike. The old 
stigma of reduced manoeuvrability, or 29ers 
being only for taller riders, has been swept aside 

by a new reality — most bikes feel faster and 
totally comfortable rocking more rubber.

Product development to ensure that 
bikes can handle the heat of enduro racing 
has been good news for consumers too. 
Performing reliably while repeatedly smashing 
through rough and demanding terrain with 
no mechanical support, means suspension, 
drivetrains and components have had to 
improve, and durability is now better than ever. 

The bar’s been raised then, so this month 
we’re going to take a deeper dive into the 
world of the 150mm-travel 29er. These bikes 
need to be seriously capable all-rounders to be 
competitive in today’s market and while our trio 
from Cube, Kona and Whyte aren’t pure enduro 
beasts (the Whyte isn’t even the longest-travel 
29er in its range) they are all still designed to 
tackle any level of trail technicality with security 
and confidence, and be tough and light enough 
for everyday UK riding. 

Cube’s latest, full-carbon Stereo has had a 
major facelift. It’s seriously lightweight while 
still packing sturdy kit, and the frame’s shape 
and geometry is much more modern than 
previous long-travel Cubes. In a nutshell, the 
angles are much less boxy and upright. 

Kona’s latest Process has bigger hoops as 
an option, but retains the brand’s tough-nut 
attitude with a beefy aluminium chassis and 
huge carbon rocker link driving a reservoir-
toting RockShox shock. 

The final bike is the Whyte S-150 C RS.  
It’s from the UK brand leading the charge for 

tale of the test
We had these bikes over the Christmas 
holiday, so in addition to our usual diet 
of fire road climbs and steep hand-cut 
descents, we visited some old riding 
buddies on the other side of the Pennines 
for longer rides on old-school rough 
bridleways to see how versatile they 
really are. 

That meant the test bikes saw 
everything from ruts and roots to steep 
berms and drops, to more flowy jumps 
and rollers, as well as long hours in the 
saddle with some serious climbing. 

And testament to how good modern 
29ers are, we didn’t experience a single 
mechanical hiccup with any of the bikes, 
despite some pretty nasty trail conditions 
due to the weather. 

w h e r e  a n d  h o w

most bikes feel 
faster and totally 
comfortable  
rocking more rubber

control tyres
To make the testing process as fair 
as possible, we fitted folding bead 
29x2.4in Maxxis Minion DHR II 3C 
tyres to all of the bikes in this test. 
Price £70 each. maxxis.co.uk
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longer, lower and slacker rigs. In fact, the sizing 
is so progressive, we chose to test the size 
medium bike just to keep the proportions and 
reach measurement more consistent with the 
size large Kona and Cube.  

So we have three 150mm-travel 29ers all 
touted as bikes that can handle anything… it’s 
time to find out which ones can walk the walk  
as well as talk the talk.  



Make/model Cube Stereo 150 C:62 SL29 Kona Process 153 DL 29 Whyte S-150C RS  

Price £3,499 £3,699.99 £3,499

Weight 13.6kg (29.9lb) 15.68kg (34.6lb) 14.9kg (32.8lb)

Contact cube.eu konaworld.com whyte.bike

FRaMe

Sizes 16, 18, 20, 22in M, L, XL M, L, XL

Size tested 20in L M

Frame material C:62 carbon Kona 6061 aluminium Carbon/alloy

Suspension fork RockShox Lyrik RCT3 RockShox Yari RC RockShox Pike RC DebonAir

Rear shock RockShox Super Deluxe RC3 RockShox Super Deluxe RC3 RockShox Deluxe RT 

Front travel 160mm 160mm 150mm

Rear travel 150mm (147mm measured) 153mm (152mm measured) 150mm (143mm measured)

WheeLS 

hubs Newmen 110/148mm Formula 110/148mm Whyte 110/148mm

Rims Newmen Evolution SL A.30 WTB KOM Trail TCS WTB ST i29 TCS 

Spokes Stainless double butted Stainless double butted Stianless double butted

Tyres Schwalbe Magic Mary Addix/Hans Dampf 
Speedgrip 29x2.35in Maxxis Minion DHF 3C 29x2.5/2.3in Maxxis High Roller II C3/Rekon EXO 

29x2.5/2.4in 

GRouPSeT

Shifters SRAM GX Eagle 1x12 SRAM NX Eagle 1x12 SRAM GX Eagle 1x12

Front mech MRP 1x guide N/A N/A

Rear mech SRAM GX Eagle SRAM GX Eagle SRAM GX Eagle

Crank SRAM X1 Carbon Eagle, 30t SRAM NX Eagle DUB, 32t SRAM Descendant 7K DUB, 32t

Bottom bracket SRAM Dub PF SRAM DUB PF SRAM DUB BSA

Brakes SRAM Code R SRAM Guide R SRAM Guide R

Rotor sizes 200/180mm 200/180mm 180mm

CoMPonenTS

Saddle SDG Fly MTN2 WTB Volt Comp Whyte custom 

Seatpost Cube 150mm Trans-X 150mm KS LEV-Integra 150mm 

handlebar Race Face Turbine R 780mm Kona XC/BC 800mm Whyte 6061 Al 780mm 

Stem Race Face Aeffect R 50mm Kona XC/BC 40mm Whyte Gravity 40mm 

Rating

 i
t’s relatively common for bikes that 
are comparable in both price and 
travel to vary in weight by one or 
two pounds. Tyres, frame materials 
and specification differences can 

easily account for that, but what about 
4.7lb? Well, that’s the weight penalty 
carried by the Kona compared to the 
Cube, and it can’t be ignored, especially 
when the Process 153 is as heavy as 
many modern downhill bikes.

This heftiness is a key reason why 
the Process failed to impress; other 
imperfections grate more when it’s 
extra work to get to the fun parts in 
the first place. The lack of urgency was 
obvious even on our short back-to-back 
test loop, and would be even more so, 
dragging the Kona round a full-on day  
of enduro racing, where climbing can 
total 2,000m. 

Whyte’s S-150 is also a bit chubby, 
but it nails the essentials with a great 
shape and geometry, and a smooth-
suspension feel that never upsets rider 
balance. The mostly carbon S-150 is stiff 
and solid and will flatter any improving 
trail rider that wants to shred harder, 
since it makes tough trails feel calm and 
computable. Also, the reduced offset 
fork steers in a composed manner 
and dulls any dramas on steeper stuff. 
It doesn’t quite have the suspension 
response of the best trail bikes in terms 
of fluidity and bump absorption though, 
and it is a bit overweight, so pure-bred 
racers and hard-chargers might lust 
after something more precise.

The latest Stereo 29er is a great 
evolutionary step. The tight and 
light carbon frame has some nice 
lines and good standover clearance, 
and, importantly, Cube’s kit is totally 
dialled. Standouts include the excellent 
Newmen wheels, SRAM carbon chainset 
and high-end suspension at both ends. 
The Schwalbe tyres indicate the Stereo’s 
intent towards aggressive trail, rather 
than full enduro. A faster-rolling, less 
grippy rear tyre wouldn’t be an EWS 
racer’s first choice, but works well with 
the bike as a complete package for 
racking up miles or knocking out trail 
centre loops for us mortals.

So both the Cube Stereo and Whyte 
S-150 are sorted. The Cube is lighter 
and faster under pedal power and while 
climbing, and being a massive brand 
means it has huge bargaining power 
and can offer excellent value. Whyte’s 
totally intuitive ride quality, solid frame 
and confident swagger are big plus 
points too, but some parts are clearly 
inferior. Overall, it’s a very close call, but 
the S-150 just gets the nod for always 
keeping its cool and having your back on 
most UK trails, which leaves you free to 
focus on maximising your fun.

conclusion

our test winner’s stablemates

The all-singing, all-dancing factory-level S-150 
C Works sports the same carbon/alloy frame 
as our test-winning bike, but Whyte plugs 
in 30mm hookless carbon rims, a top-tier 
RockShox RCT3 Pike fork and carbon Truvativ 
Descendant cranks to make it more competitive 
on the scales.

A full aluminium frame adds around 400g extra 
weight, but this bike is £800 cheaper than the 
RS model tested. A RockShox Revelation fork is 
a downgrade, as are the Guide T brakes, but the 
rest of the kit is more of a sideways move, and you 
still get the same suspension performance and 
wide-range SRAM GX Eagle drivetrain.

Mountain bikes have grown a lot in recent years and not simply  
in wheel size. The front ends are now much longer and this is  
reflected in the reach measurement, which is the horizontal  
distance between the centreline of the BB shell and the head 
tube. Think of it as a yardstick for the available space from your  
hands to your feet in the frame.

Two years ago 460mm was pretty 
average for a modern ‘large’ trail bike, but 
these numbers are always creeping up, 
with 480mm rapidly becoming the new 
standard for a size L. 

And as reach measurements have grown 
almost universally, very few new bikes have 
longer rear ends to balance the increase, 
so rider weight distribution has shifted too, 
which was one of the issues with the Kona. 
Not only does it have the longest reach, it 
also has the shortest chainstay length.

With a totally dialled 
rig, the Whyte is all
about the fun

£ 4 , 9 9 9 £ 2 , 6 9 9

whyte s-150c works whyte s150 s

n o t e s  o n  t h e  n u m b e r s

s p e C i f i C a t i o n

r a n g e  f i n d e r

reach or overreach?

this month’s bikes at a glance

test 
winner!
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Cube Kona Whyte

a head angle 66° 66° 65.4°

B Seat angle 75.5° 75.5° 74.4°

C BB height 341mm 347mm 340mm

D Chainstay 435mm 425mm 435mm

e Front centre 778mm 793mm 777mm

F Wheelbase 1,213mm 1,218mm 1,212mm

G Down tube 716mm 721mm 728mm

h Top tube 616mm 632mm 623mm 

I Reach 457mm 475mm 459mm

the s-150 keeps its  
cool and has your back 
on most uk trails



£ 3 , 4 9 9  B
ritish brand Whyte has been at 
the cutting edge of mountain 
bike design for the last few 
seasons. It was one of the first 
to develop longer, more stable 

geometry and 1x-specific frames and it 
also pioneered the steering-stabilising, 
reduced fork offset trend.

More recently, Whyte has shifted 
from full aluminium frames to offering 
smooth, sleek carbon front triangles 
on its top-end models. This modern 
attitude seeps into the S-150C RS, which 
offers the same carbon front/alloy rear 
frame as the top Works version, with a 
more competitively priced specification.

It’s essentially a hard-hitting trail/
enduro machine where the S stands for 
the ability to switch between fat 27.5 
Plus wheels and tyres, to a sharper, more 
precise 29er model with ‘normal’ 2.5in 
tyres, which is also how the bike is sold.

SuSpenSion
Being pitched at the trail end of 
long-travel riding means that, as a 
weight saving measure, the S-150 
gets a RockShox Pike fork and Deluxe 
shock. There’s a Charger II damper 
in the reduced 42mm offset Pike, but 
it’s the cheaper ‘RC’ version, with less 
sophisticated internals and only low-
speed damping adjustment. 

The RockShox Deluxe RT shock is 
driven by Whyte’s signature four-bar 
design to deliver 150mm of travel. It has 
a really smooth action under pedalling 
and braking, where the bigger volume 
DebonAir negative spring and sealed 
bearing in the shock yoke increase 
sensitivity further. The shock also 
sports an on/off lever that increases the 
damping threshold for climbing. 

ComponentS
The rear end on the S-150 has tons of 
clearance and, as we mentioned earlier, 
can handle 27.5in wheels with 2.8in wide 
tyres. But the stock 29x2.5in Maxxis 
Wide Trail tyres fitted offer a more 
intuitive ride on most trails. 

WTB ST i29 rims spread the 
reinforced tyre sidewalls wide enough 
for good stability, but the wheels aren’t 
the lightest, smoothest or fastest when 
accelerating or climbing. The lower 
profile rear Rekon tyre also reaches 
the limits of its grip quickly in wet 
conditions, prioritising speedy rolling 
over braking traction and control.

Whyte’s own-brand gear is solid and 
functional without being overly flashy. 
Essentials like the short stem/wider bar, 
excellent grips and comfy saddle are 
sorted, all we had to do was tip the nose 
of the saddle down a touch to optimise 
the seated climbing position. 

SRAM Guide R brakes with 180mm 
rotors are standard trail bike fare, but  
less sensitive and powerful than the Code 
brakes elsewhere. Full marks, though, for 
the 12-speed GX Eagle drivetrain.

performanCe
Composed and relaxed, the S-150 
embodies the old bike-test cliché 
of being ‘confidence inspiring’. The 
steering feels easy and natural and  
the riding position keeps your hips and 
core in the sweet spot through berms, 
turns and any awkward sections of trail.

The low BB and progressive 
suspension lower your feet, which  
aids balance when leaning and darting 
through chinks and turns, but there’s 
enough support and clearance to 
ensure the soundtrack to every climb 

whyte S-150 C rS
SpeCifiCation
Frame Carbon/alloy 
SCR, 150mm travel  
Shock RockShox 
Deluxe RT Debonair
Fork RockShox Pike 
RC Debonair, 150mm 
travel, 42mm offset
Wheels Whyte boost 
hubs, WTB ST i29 
TCS rims, Maxxis  
High Roller II 
C3/Rekon EXO 
29x2.5/2.4in tyres
Drivetrain 
Descendant 7K  
Eagle chainset,  
SRAM GX Eagle 
shifter and r-mech. 
Brakes SRAM Guide 
R, 180mm
Components Whyte 
6061 780mm bar, 
Whyte Gravity 40mm 
stem, KS LEV-Integra 
150mm post, Whyte 
custom saddle
Sizes M, L, XL
Weight 14.9kg 
(32.8lb)
Contact whyte.bike

geometry
Size tested Medium
Head angle 65.4°
Seat angle 74.4°
BB height 340mm
Chainstay 435mm
Front centre 777mm
Wheelbase 1,212mm
Down tube 728mm
Top tube 623mm
Reach 459mm

True four-bar suspension 
design offers low anti-
squat for smoothness 
and excellent bump 
swallowing

Maxxis Rekon rear tyre 
rolls quick, but the tread is 
optimistically low for the 
majority of UK conditions

The S-150 is available 
in three frame sizes, 
where the length of the 
medium is equivalent to 
most brands’ size large

Whyte’s wide-pivot, 
single-chainring-only 
design makes for a 
super-solid frame

VerdiCt
The whole Whyte S-150C RS 
experience exudes calmness and 
confidence. The damped, stiff 
chassis, together with the planted 
steering, allows riders of all levels 
to push hard. It doesn’t hurt either 
that the low dynamic BB height and 
long frame offers a solid, attacking 
foundation for berm-slashing and 
holding tight lines on off-cambers.

The flip-side of Whyte’s solidity  
is that the weight is pushing 15kg.  
It masks its bulk really 
well, but sudden 
accelerations 
are muted. Also, 
we’d like to see 
a grippy rear tyre 
fitted as standard. 

Own-brand bar and
stem tick the short
and wide boxes

Internal seat clamp
keeps the Whyte’s
lines super-sleek

Bearings all round and
a shock extension raise
sensitivity levels

isn’t your pedals clattering on rocks 
and roots. Geometry wise, the S-150 
is relatively slack and long, and the 
suspension feels controlled rather than 
bouncy. This means that jumpy, flicky 
and hyper-active riders might find it a 
bit muted.

Despite having 7mm less travel than 
advertised, you can release the brakes 
and let the Whyte roll on without it 
ever feeling too flustered at speed. 
The brand’s signature reduced offset 
fork adds stability and helps keep a 
lid on the front tyre tucking in on the 
steepest rutty turns and chutes. This 
calmness also compensates for the 
slightly hesitant action on the mid-tier 
Pike, which is less inclined to trace every 
bump and ripple than the pricier, stiffer 
Lyrik fork on Cube’s Stereo. 

highS
Calmness 

personified, 
delivering 
increased 

confidence

lowS
Not the 

flickiest or 
most playful 

bike 
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